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Like gardening, bird watching is a fast-growing regional hobby. Now, Cool Springs Press brings its

proven method of successful state-specific gardening approach to bird watching guides. In

collaboration with Bird Watcher's Digest, these bird watching guides provide accessible, credible

advice. The birds that frequent the backyards of Mississppi differ from the birds that frequent the

backyards of Tennessee. In addition to unique descriptions, each bird profile includes a range map

to identify each bird's North American distribution. One hundred birds are profiled, each with a color

photograph, to ensure accurate identification. A seasonal section informs the reader of: Migrating

birds that can be seen during that seasonThe foods and plants that can attract those birdsWhere to

go to view year-round and migrating birdsCool Springs Press's partner, Bird Watcher's Digest, has

sold more than 4 million copies of their booklets on bird species, bird habitat, feeding, and other

related topics.This series of books from Cool Springs Press targets the beginning bird watchers for

ten states.
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I have enjoyed being able to find a picture of a particular winged visitor to my garden and know the



name and habits of the bird. I enjoy the fact the book tells me even the voices of the bird I am

seeing. I have identified several birds in my yard. After placing a trellis near my front door, I was

soon visited by a tufted titmouse and I was able to find his photo, see what he liked to eat, and what

time of day I could expect him to return! I love this!! I recommend this book to anyone who wants to

not only recognize be meet the birds in their backyard.

This is an excellent book. I have enjoyed my copy so much that I purchased this copy for my

mother-in-law who loves to watch birds.

This is a good beginner guide with lots of how-to stuff in it as well. My only complaint is that the

pictures only show the male birds instead of both the male and female.

This was a gift for my bird loving husband. He keeps it on the table beside his chair and uses it

daily!

My husband and I recently moved to Mississippi and seen that we have alot of different species of

birds in our backyard. We hung up a few birdfeeders and needed this book to help identify all the

different kinds of birds. This book was a real help! It not only lists the birds but also what they eat,

their nesting habits, if they migrate and so much more. "Mississippi Bird Watching: A Year-Round

Guide" was well worth the money. I ended up buying another one for a friend. If you are a beginner

birdwatcher I'd highly recommend this book.
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